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The Catholic Enquiry Centre’s mission is to accompany those seeking 
to learn more about God, Jesus and the Catholic faith in Australia.

Enquiry: Responding to 
• those seeking to know more about God, Jesus and the Catholic faith
• baptised Catholics wanting to update or increase their 

knowledge of the Catholic faith
• general enquiries about Catholicism, such as students and 

catechists
Outreach: Strategically promoting
• God, Jesus and the Catholic faith in secular forums
• our work to donors and supporters 
Resources: Updating content and materials to
• ensure relevant delivery and connection in today’s world
• remain faithful to Catholic teaching
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In 2021, the Catholic Enquiry Centre (CEC) maintained its role of responding to enquirers via phone and email. 
Managed by team members Sharon Brewer and Matthew Biddle, these enquiries provide insights into what 
is important to those asking questions about the faith. We also played a small role in supporting the renewal 
of Mass For You At Home shown every Sunday at 6am on Channel 10 and streamed online. Assisting with 
donations and enquiries, the CEC has fervently promoted this important strategy, which provides access to the 
Mass for those isolated by COVID-19 and difficult circumstances. 

Working more proactively, the NCE updated or added over 90 pages of content to the CEC website in 2021. We have 
reviewed the advertising process and will make changes to support enquirers more immediately. A new enquirer 
resource is also under development and will be released in 2022. The NCE has also continued to streamline the 
work of the CEC to enhance its operation. The CEC now obtains and analyses data from enquiries, social media, 
website, and advertising to enhance its work. Changes and restrictions in some of these areas will see us make 
adjustments in 2022 to ensure we can still propose the invitation of Christ to seekers around the country.

Thank you to everyone who supports the CEC through prayer, donations, and collaboration. 

Mr Malcolm Hart
Director  - National Centre for Evangelisation 
19 March 2022

The CEC is pastorally supported through prayer and evangelisation networks. When 
connecting enquirers to local faith communities, the Centre relies upon RCIA leaders in 
the Christian Initiation Australia Network (CIAN). Members accompany those seeking to 
learn more about, or re-establish, a relationship with Jesus Christ and the Catholic Church. 

In 2021 the CEC worked to review budgets, donations, fundraising licenses, financial 
status and charity reporting. The Centre is financially supported by a number of 
generous donors, bequests, sponsors, investments and Australian dioceses. In 2021 the 
Centre received 282 donations from 157 donors, totalling $25,446. Individual donations 
ranged from $10 to $1,000.  

The CEC and Australian Bishops would like to acknowledge and sincerely thank all 
donors and supporters. If you would like to learn more about donations and supporting 
our work, please visit our website.

SUPPORT AND DONATIONS

MISSION
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THE CATHOLIC ENQUIRY CENTRE, AUSTRALIA – REACHING OUT IN FAITH
A work of the National Centre for Evangelisation of the Australian Catholic Bishops Conference
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To support and donate to the work of the Catholic Enquiry Centre, please visit: www.catholicenquiry.com/donate
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“ After ordering Call and Response on the Catholic Enquiry Centre website, I 
discovered in it a treasure trove of faith information. I was seeking to know 
God and my birth faith after some painful and confusing years. As I read the 
book, something long forgotten and familiar rose within me. A door opened. 
I was curious and thirsty to know more. After reading the book, I emailed 
the CEC, explaining my background and asking theological questions. The 
response was gentle and sensitive and gave clear, in-depth explanations. In 
subsequent emails, with more questions, I asked if I would still be regarded 
as Catholic despite the years since my Sacraments. I was so happy to know 
the answer was yes. So I went to Mass. There God had His big arms open to 
me, and my childhood faith and love of the Eucharist suddenly bubbled up. 
It was as if all the years since didn’t matter (though there have been times 
since that I have cried for those years, and Reconciliation helped with this). 
But this was a joyful reunion, and the words came to me: “I am home.”

I now attend Mass regularly, have a spiritual director and study with 
Evangelisation Brisbane. My healing journey continues. Thank you, CEC, 
for being the supportive and informative ‘midwife’ that helped this little 
‘baby’ return home.

- Wendy, 57 years old, Brisbane

The CEC’s most significant secular outreach takes place via Google advertising. Appearing in searches and 
advertising through strategic marketing techniques, the Centre distributed 454 free copies of Call and Response: 
An Introduction to the Catholic Faith in 2021. This distribution has decreased by approximately 30% from previous 
years due to increased restrictions imposed by Google on religious advertising, reducing the CEC’s appearance in 
search results and hence less interaction with internet users.

Our annual reconnection with seekers was completed in August as we contacted over 900 seekers who received Call 
and Response in 2020. We offered support, listened to their stories of discernment and connected them with local 
ministries where required. It was heartening to receive positive comments, with some taking the opportunity to ask 
further questions. One particularly encouraging response is highlighted below:   

CEC social media was updated regularly with stories from our 
new newsletter and highlights from our website. Our social media 
promotes faith and discernment to seekers and also Catholics 
who are hungry for formation and spiritual accompaniment. In 
2021, the CEC’s Facebook page commenced a new series of posts 
highlighting personal faith journey stories, featuring individuals 
who had either become Catholic or who had experienced a 
deepening of their faith. 

The regular CEC newsletter was distributed to supporters 
throughout the year, and the NCE continued to include a specific 
CEC article in The Bridge, its national newsletter, to over 7,000 
subscribers. These steps highlight the CEC and introduce its good 
works to a new generation. 

In addition to the 454 free copies of Call and 
Response: An Introduction to the Catholic Faith 
distributed in 2021, 205 copies were purchased 
via the ACBC online store. The complimentary 
accompanying Leaders Manual was also 
downloaded 42 times. Late in 2020 the CEC 
began a revision of Call and Response and 
hopes to complete an updated version in 2022.

More than 500 copies of Discovering Prayer: A 
30 day prayer journey of encountering God, and love were sold during the 
year. Proving popular, the Centre has now reprinted Discovering Prayer in 
a larger size to increase text size and readability. Discovering Prayer will 
be offered free of charge to seekers together with Call and Response. 
A complementing pair, they will provide seekers with information and 
teaching about the Catholic faith and a prayer journey to encounter Christ. 

To all those who request a copy of Call and Response, 
and enquirers who wish to receive ongoing support, 
the CEC provides monthly accompaniment materials 
in Faith Journey. Faith Journey includes a reflection 
on current issues and links to Catholic teaching to 
assist seekers to listen to the call of the Holy Spirit 
in their lives. Faith Journey is now sent to more than 
2,000 seekers and supporters. 

The CEC website continued to serve seekers with teaching and resources about the Catholic faith. A significant number 
of new articles received imprimatur and were added to the website during 2021.

PREVIOUS ARTICLES SUBSCRIBE

18%   Mass For You at Home

16%   Catholic teaching issues
14%   Resource information Current social issues (incl. COVID-19)

12%   Directions to Catholic organisations 
12%   Current social issues (incl. COVID-19) 

10%   Request for Baptism details
9%     Sacraments (RCIA) 
8%     Administration issues 
8%     Pastoral concerns/complaints 
6%                                                  General pastoral advice 
3%                     Professional standards (incl. referrals) 
3%                     Donations
2%            Call and Response follow up
1%  Student enquiry (assignments) 
1%  How to leave the Church
           
 

In 2021, there were 506 enquiries by phone 
and 245 by email. This total of 751 was slightly 
higher than the 733 enquiries received in 2020. 
The graph to the right lists the categories of 
enquiries. 

Enquiries related to ‘Mass For You at Home’ 
were the most common during 2021, as the 
CEC provided assistance with answering calls 
about this important offering. Requests for 
resources and advice on Catholic teaching 
were still common, keeping to the CEC’s core 
purpose. Questions about the COVID-19 
pandemic were generally regarding vaccination 
and parish/diocesan requirements. 

RESPONDING TO ENQUIRIES

751 ENQUIRIES*

                                                                                     200   VIC

                                                                                  198  NSW

                                                  136  QLD

                   69  WA

   37  SA

    11  ACT

 5  TAS

3  NT

*Percentages add to more than 100 because 
some contacts asked multiple questions.
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